CONSONANTS

Listen to this sound: (target sound).
Try to say the sound with me: (target sound)
Now, try to think of your key word for the sound (target sound) Wait a moment before moving on.
Show Picture: Your key word for (target sound) is (key word).
Say (key word). Now write (key word). Wait a moment to allow for writing time.
Now underline the (target sound) in (key word).
Show answer: Here is the ________ in ______________.

Repeat with all sounds in a given set. Then move on to the test.

Now it’s time for a little test. I’ll say a sound, and I want you to write the letter that makes that sound. Try to think of your key words to help you. It’s ok to pause the disk so that you have time to think about the sounds. Here’s the first one: Write the letter that goes with the sound ______.

Allow time for response, then proceed with the rest of the sounds in the set.